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Trunki®: now setting legal as well as design precedents? 

Mic Porter – mic.porter@northumbria.ac.uk [+44/0 191 227 3155] 

 

 

You may have noticed, as I did, press reports about Northumbria Design for Industry (DFI) 
Graduate and entrepreneur1 Rob Law MBE (trunkidaddy) and a legal case concerning 
design registration infringement that he had “lost” (eg Nechronicle Administrator, 2014 and 
Anon, 2014).  Rob had “won” the original legal case which upheld his interpretation that 
Magmatic’s intellectual Property (IP) had been infringed but had then “lost” on Appeal. 

I’m, not a lawyer so these observations should not be regarded as definitive but may, of 
course, be indicative of the impact of this Appeal Court judgment upon Designers practicing 
in the European Community (EC)!   

Automatically UK Design Right may apply to a three dimensional object offered for sale in 
the UK and a similar scheme applies across the EC.  The rights last for 15 years and may 
be defended in the courts with the advantage, over Design Registration that the elements 
argued to be infringing may be argued and decided when the legal action starts.  With 
Design Registration the claims must be made at the time of the, required, application and 
modest fee payment.  Design Registration can last for 25 years and is, arguably, easier to 
defend.  Design Registration may also apply within the UK or across the whole EC. 

However, for me, the need, in the case of Design Registration to specify what is claimed 
when Registration is sought will both ward-off some potential infringers but may also 
reassure others who become confident that their design work does not infringe the claims 
made for the original.  As these claims will have been investigated, by searching, and not 
found before Registration more confidence may be placed in them than for the automatic 
Design Right whose novelty elements are only argued and decided (or not) when a legal 
action for infringement is undertaken.  Thus the choice between relying on Registration or 
Right to defend a designer’s work is not likely to be obvious!  The remarks in the judgment 
that designers have a “great deal of design freedom” (#452) or “substantial degree of design 
freedom” (#50) may be seen as an indication of the uncertainly of enforceability surrounding 
a CDR and the difficulty of predicting the outcome of a case not-yet- heard. 

Rob obtained a Community Design Registration (CDR) for “ride on suitcases for young 
children” (ie Trunki®) in October 2003 and started to sell the “Mark 1” in 2004.  In 2011 
Magmatic, Rob’s business, estimated that 20% of UK three to six year old children in the 
UK processed a Trunki® and that it was sold in 97 countries worldwide. (#8 & #9) 

At some point PMS’s MD, a Mr. Beverley, sees a Trunki® and, by his own admission, 
believes he can profitably manufacture a cheaper version of the concept without infringing 
Trunki’s Design Registration.  The Kiddee Case starts to sell in late 2012 in both animal 
(tiger, leopard, cow or pig) and insect (ladybird or bee) versions (#10).  Magmatic starts an 
action for infringement in February 2013.  Initially this case was found for Rob but PMS 
appealed and the judgment reversed (Magmatic v. PMS, 2014). 

When I first learnt of this outcome I feared that the original registration had failed, perhaps, 
because of publication. Thus the establishment of Rob’s first design as “prior art” and 
Trunki® would, therefore, not be original and CRD incorrectly awarded..

                                                
1
  You might also know him from his rejection of a Dragon’s Den offer or for his recent take-over of 

the Magma Moulding business when it got into financial difficulties.  Rob’s Trunki
®
 business is 

Magmatic.  A brief “biographical puff” may be found at: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/21c849f6-901f-
11e3-aee9-00144feab7de.html#axzz30DLtSkST [Paywall, Accessed 20.05.14] 
2
  Paragraph references to the Appeal Court Judgement of Magmatic v PMS (2014a). 
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In 1997, as a second year DFI student, Rob created Rodeo (as Trunki® was originally 
known) in response to a plastics competition brief.  Rodeo won and the item shown, in 
public, at least at the 1998 award ceremony and probably elsewhere.  Indeed, PMS had 
argued that Rodeo and Trunki® created a similar impression to each other just as Kiddee 
Case and Trunki® did.  However, the judges accepted that there were differences that the 
original presentation was “obscurely placed” and certainly unlikely to have been seen by the 
“informed user”.  For the purposes of this action it was agreed by all parties that the 
“informed user” would not be the child using the case but the adult buying the luggage.  It 
was also noted such people would be familiar with the clamshell format of suitcases – 
claps, wheel in corners etc (#14) so this could not be a distinctive element of the Trunki® 
CRD.  This view was upheld by the Appeal Court (#50 & #54); and argument of publication 
before Registration was not accepted. 

In view of the outcome of the case I find this choice of “informed user” very interesting.  
Would a young child make the distinction that proved important between animals with horns 
and those with floppy ears?  Not least as some animal have both and, for some, this is the 
distinguishing feature, at some times of year, between the male and female of the species3.  
I doubt if a young child emotively makes the same “global comparison” as the adult who 
may, primarily, be focused on cost/value for money!  Perhaps, maters would be clarified if 
the “informed user” was accepted to be a child?  Children between 5 and 10years old were 
in the European Court judgment PepsiCo v Grupo Promer Mon Graphic, 2011 (#54) quoted 
in #11 Samsung v Apple, 2012.  I certainly believe that most of the distinguishing features 
of an “informed user” listed in Samsung v Apple, 2012 (#10) could be met by the child riding 
on the item of luggage albeit not the scope of the “design corpus”. 

Cost is, of course, not part of the test for CDR even if I, cynically, believe it often to be a 
factor for the “informed user”, as defined in this case.  However, paragraph 45 of the 
Appeal, for me, speaks specifically the child being the informed user! 

I would add that the two designs must therefore be considered globally and, as one 
would expect, the informed user will attach less significance to those features which 
form part of the design corpus and correspondingly greater significance to those 
features which do not. So also, the informed user will attach particular importance to 
features in respect of which the designer had a great deal of design freedom. The 
analysis is not limited to these considerations, however, for a global assessment 
also requires the designs to be considered having regard to the way in which the 
products to which the designs are intended to be applied are used, with some 
features having greater prominence than others, perhaps because they are more 
visible. 

In my view the dates could also be significant as Rodeo would have Design Right 
automatically but this only lasts 15 years after creation (or 10 years after marketing) until 
2012/3 (depending upon the precise date of publication/marketing).  If Kidee Case was 
marketed earlier it could, presumably, be found, in the Courts, to infringe Rodeo’s Rights.  
The design difference between Trunki® and Rodeo was agreed by the Courts but, perhaps 
not, I suspect, in Rob’s heart.  This two part strategy to protect Trunki® was, apparently, not 
argued. 

However, where the PMS Appeal was won primarily concerned the level of detail included 
in the original CRD application and thus may have far reaching implications for Designers 
and others seeking CRD protection for their products.  Indeed, the reasons underpinning 
the outcome are so fundamental that I expect others to challenge the Judgment even if Rob 
decides not to commit further resources to the matter.   

  

                                                
3
 For example, male deer have antlers and females (except for Reindeer) do not. 
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The crucial EU Regulation text for Design Registration is: 

The appearance of the whole or a part of a product resulting from the features of, in 
particular, the lines, contours, colours, shape, texture and/or materials of the product 
itself and/or its ornamentation.  (Article 3 (Design) Council Regulation, 2002) 

Surface decoration and the material(s) that the article is made from specifically do not form 
part of the automatic Design Right but may, according to the Intellectual Property Office 
(IPO) guidance, be referred to in relation to Design Registration. 

In Rob’s CRD application the greyscale renderings attached did not include details of the 
underside of Trunki® thus this area cannot be a part of the claim/defence.  The drawings he 
did include show indications of the surface design, colour contrast and finish albeit 
rendered, as required, without colour.  The drawing format Rob selected brings the detail 
that may be inferred of the design into the argument4.  The judges decided that, 
notwithstanding any similarities or differences of shape and function the differences in the 
surface design ensure that the “informed user” will not be confused by the two products. 

Thus the implication is that had Rob not included the decoration/surface graphics (#47) and 
indication of “coloured5” wheels (#48) in his CRD application then PMS’s Kiddee Case may 
be seen as infringing – simple line drawings would, from Rob’s perspective, have made a 
stronger, more compelling and far reaching claim (#41) than the, more detailed, computer 
rendered 3D appearance presentational drawings did. That said the general shapes of the 
two designs were also adjudged, on a matter of judicial opinion, to be sufficiently different 
(#51 & #52) for confusion not to be likely. 

Further, the overall impression created by the two designs is very different. The 
impression created by the CRD is that of a horned animal. It is a sleek and stylised 
design and, from the side, has a generally symmetrical appearance with a 
significant cut away semicircle below the ridge. By contrast the design of the Kiddee 
Case is softer and more rounded and evocative of an insect with antennae or an 
animal with floppy ears. At both a general and a detailed level the Kiddee Case 
conveys a very different impression.  (#53) 

Thus the choice of method of presentation in 2D of a 3D designed artefact and the ability of 
the audience to interpret the drawings included in the CRD may, if this Appeal is upheld, be 
critical.  Rob may yet appeal the decision (Magmatic v. PMS, 2014) to the Supreme and/or 
European Courts but will need to balance the additional cost of the legal action against any 
claims that PMS may make for legal costs and compensation for reputational damage and 
any loss of sales.  This case might not, yet, be finally settled but the inclusion of surface 
treatment into the matters to be considered by the Courts will influence all designers. 

The IPO guidance on illustrations for Design Registration does not warn about this: 

Drawn views 
These should be ink drawings or, better still, good-quality scans or photocopies. […] 
(IPO, 2014) 

The IPO gives a sample illustration (“How to present your design illustration(s)”) which uses 
traditional hatching and pencil shading to indicate shape (not pattern) rather than the more 
precise computer greyscale generated rendering.  The page does not indicate the, possible, 
critical importance of the choice of image generating medium.  (IPO, 2014) 

  

                                                
4
  The absence of surface ornamentation detail has also been held to be significant – in, for example, 

Samsung v Apple, 2012. 
5
  The application is in black and while so colour is only indicated by contrast or graduated grayscale 

rendering. 
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The intention when IP is sought is to try to be as wide-ranging as possible; to maximise the 
scope of the claims made while not seeking so much latitude that the whole application is 
rejected.  Balancing scope of the claim against the likelihood of obtaining the protection 
sought has, for patents, been an issue for over a century but is a relatively new “black-art” 
for Design Right and Design Registration. 

The way forward for Designers intending to seek CRD may be to create multiple 
applications each showing options/differences not all of which are intended to be marketed 
simultaneously.  This might overcome a case where protection is awarded for a design with  

horns which is not infringed by ones with ears or antennae!  Indeed, such an approach may 
be seen to be encouraged by the fact that fees are reduced for multiple applications for 
CRD when made on a single day (In May ‘14 one application would cost £60 but five can be 
had for a total of £220).  

I would welcome any observations and comments that others might have about this, 
apparently persuasive, precedent and the implications for those seeking the “protection” of 
Design Registration.  However, remember, I remain a tutor of design practitioners in 
training; I am not a lawyer! 
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Addendum 
A request, from Magmatic, to be permitted to Appeal to the Supreme Court was rejected 
(para 18) by the Appeal Court on the 10th April although this does not prevent a direct 
approach to the Court itself.  This hearing primarily concerned the allocation of legal costs 
between the two parties (Magmatic v. PMS (2014b).  Apparently “celebrity designers” (aka 
“heavyweight designers”) are rallying round to support Trunki via the Telegraph and Twitter 
(Burn-Callander, 2014) suggesting that the “the Court of Appeal’s ruling has led to 
‘widespread confusion’ for designers about their rights”.  However, before the issue of 
confusability between Trunki® and Kiddee Case is regarded as a “perverse judgment” 
consider this, recently published, story (Downham, 2014) which appears fortuitously 
supportive from Trunki’s® perspective as it demonstrates confusability between the two 
offerings; implying (?)“passing off” or “infringement” of the “look” to the child’s ride-on 
suitcase concept.  Indeed, a fire engine can easily be confused with a ladybird – both are, 
predominately, Red! 

If your child doesn't want to load their stuff in a boring normal bag, they can pack it 
into a tiger (that's our model: dinosaur, fire engine, bee, ladybird and princess are 
also available). If they refuse to carry their bags or - worse - demand a carry 
themselves, the long strap at the front means an adult can pull a child along on the 
case itself, with plastic 'ears' at the front to grip on to. They're also tough enough to 
take the most terrifying toddler punishment. (Downham, 2014) 
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